
In July 2019, the United States Air Force released a white paper detailing the need 
to transition to a new age of technological discovery and advancement.  
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TurboKT™

To support this key initiative, the Air Force re-examined its acquisition strategy, 
infrastructure and legacy systems and looked at ways to adopt Agile business 

practices to support the new digital Air Force. Streamlining the acquisition process 
and moving from a paper-based process to a digital contracting platform was a key 
foundational element to fuel the required mission-critical modernization initiatives.

“Big data analytics and the Internet of Things are transforming societies and 
economies and expanding the power of information and knowledge...Today’s Air Force 
must transform to employ the data, technology, and infrastructure we need to prevail. 

We have no choice—we must change to dominate this future.” -U.S. Air Force

The Challenge
Prior to implementing TurboKT™, Air Force contracting offices worldwide 
relied heavily on paper documentation. Most offices maintained contract 
files (ranging from hundreds to tens of thousands of pages) in hardcopy 
form. This hardcopy contract management environment required 
extensive touch labor to update and manage contract files. Workforce 
changes presented a new set of challenges, often leading to knowledge 
loss which decreased productivity. As a result, the agency identified an 
immediate need for a centralized platform. The solution would need to 
provide valuable data and analytics that would shed light on productivity 
and quick decision-making to meet mission objectives.

The United States Air Force Transformed Acquisitions by Moving from 
a Paper-Based Process to a Streamlined, Agile and Standardized Digital 

Contract Management and Compliance Solution



The Current State

Vana Solutions LLC (Vana) developed, configured and implemented TurboKT™ to 
digitally transform the Air Force’s acquisition process. This was accomplished using 
our epicAgile™ development methodology, organizational change management best 
practices, and by working collaboratively with the contracting community. The result 
was an agency-wide enterprise implementation and adoption of TurboKT™ that 
vastly improved contract planning, execution, reporting and collaboration across the 
enterprise.

TurboKT™’s robust, configurable rules engine enables contracting organizations 
to standardize their business and technical processes across the enterprise. For 
leadership, a centralized dashboard provides dynamic data accessibility, enhanced 
visibility, and prompt decision-making. For contracting professionals, collaboration 
makes its way to the forefront via workload management solutions including 
contract file task assignments that are driven by contract specific metadata and 
requirements. Users can easily view tasks in their queue and assign tasks to others 
all within a highly secure role-based permissions structure implemented down to 
the document level. Business Intelligence capabilities auto generate an e-contracts 
file with the built-in process, policies, tasks, documents, and user guides. The result 
is a collaborative and efficient workstream maximizing business intelligence and 
predictive analytics focusing on organizational and user adoption.

The Solution
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TurboKT™ is currently being used worldwide across the 
Air Force and Space Force contracting community to 
automate, digitize, and optimize contract management. 
The solution currently includes 80,000 contracts and 7.2 
million documents, spread out across 245 offices globally, 
and a $53B+ contract portfolio. TurboKT™ now manages all 
contracts, modifications, and orders processed by over 11,000 
unique users and growing. 



About Vana
Vana is a highly capable Information Technology (IT) Woman Owned Small Business (WOSB) with 
over 16 years of demonstrated, exceptional past performance in both the Commercial and Federal 
(Government) markets. Vana is recognized by the DoD as an “Innovative Company” and developed 
a SBIR Phase III award-winning dual use (Commercial and Federal) methodology and technology, 
bringing an innovative framework to drive digital transformation. Vana brings small business agility 
with a proven record to provide value-based business outcomes combined with the right approach 
and expertise across a wide variety of services.

• Enable Agility and Adaptability
• Deploy with Vana’s epicAgile™ Methodology – Intuitive, Repeatable, Scalable 
• Gain Deep Understanding of Business’s Objectives 
• Users First Focus for Rapid User Adoption
• Proven Change Management Practices Infused Throughout the Engagement 
• Engage Our Business Process Re-Engineering Expertise

Vana was competitively selected and awarded a SBIR Phase III contract 
which provides our clients a sole source contracting option with immediate 
access to Vana’s capabilities. SBA Policy encourages use of SBIR III “to the 
greatest extent practicable.” 

• Sole Source Direct Award Vehicle
• Accelerated SBIR Contract Process of Four to Six Weeks 
• Receive Woman-Owned Small Business (WOSB) Credit

SBIR III Contract Vehicle

Schedule a Demo Today!
Email: getTurboKT@vanasolutions.com | Website: www.vanasolutions.com

TurboKT™ Digital Contract Management provides a system of record 
to manage the entire contract management lifecycle for Government 
Contracting Organizations. TurboKT™ streamlines and operationalizes 
contracting from initiation to closeout. A top-level dashboard view drills 
down mission-critical metrics powered by data capabilities to assess unit 
health and inform critical decision-making.

TurboKT™ is a COTS product configured for the Government environment 
on Vana’s Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) award-winning Digital 
Framework. Initially deployed in the United States Air Force, TurboKT™ 
is a catalyst for change, fueling digital transformation and focusing on 
transparency, legal compliance and end-user training and adoption.

What is TurboKT™?


